


 A Funny Thing Happened   n

Adding a Dash of Humor
 

Or, "A Funny Thing Happened 
on the Way to the Printer …"

By Donna Boen

W 
e writers and editors are a sincere and serious people. We work hard 
to produce the best publications we can, down to every jot and tittle.

The unsuspecting might question why we use the serial comma. But they’ll ask 
only once. We live for that kind of challenge, reaching for our Chicago Manuals 
and AP Stylebooks while we launch into a 45-minute oration.

No ifs, ands, or buts about it.

Our readers are all the better because of our fierce diligence, but sometimes … 
occasionally, mind you, they appreciate it when we lighten up.

I don’t mean they’re looking for knee-slapping guffaws. The plus side of 
being earnest is that when we take even the smallest of steps in a walk on the 
humorous side, readers appreciate the change of pace.

DARE TO PLAY
I know, I know. You’re up against the wall on deadlines, the budget won’t pay for 
one more pencil or pixel, and you just spilled a nonfat chocolate mocha all over 
your laptop. You don’t have time for humor.
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This is no ordinary food fight.

In one corner is the European Union (EU). Its 28- 

member states are pursuing a free-trade pact with the 

United States that could ban the sale of American-made 

cheeses on the continent if manufacturers continue 

to identify their products by Eurocentric identifiers: 

Parmesan, Asiago, Gorgonzola, and Feta among them.

No Whey!
European Union 
claims U.S. up to no 
Gouda, demands new 

cheese names

BY ANDREW FAUGHT

On the other side are opponents 

 who include Jeffrey Schwager ’82,  

president of the Plymouth, Wis.-based 

Sartori Co., a 75-year-old, family-owned 

artisan cheese business. He argues 

that such names are generic and 

long-standing.

“When the EU was formed in the  

’90s, some of the things that were  

done to create incentives for countries  

to join were to create geographic indi- 

cators, so Parmesan — for Parma —  

and Asiago could only be made in Italy, 

or Brie in France, and all of those things 

were agreed upon,” Schwager says.  

“But what they’re thinking now is  

they can get protection for these geo-

graphic indicators everywhere else  

in the world. And it’s not just dairy. 

They’re looking at Bologna; they’re  

looking at Bratwurst.”

Schwager, who earned a business 

degree at Miami, has voiced concerns to 

congressional leaders and to officials in 

the U.S. Trade Ambassador’s Office and 

the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office.

He arrived at Sartori in 2006, a time  

of transition not only for that company, 

but also for cheese producers around  

the United States. 

“U.S. cheese companies have really 

gotten better over the last 10 to 15 years,” 

he says, noting that Sartori’s much-

lauded Parmesan leads a roster of 30 

award-winning varietals manufactured 

at the plant. “It really is world class.”

Schwager joined Sartori after spend-

ing more than 19 years as president of 

Milwaukee-based Rite-Hite Products 
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Corp., which builds loading dock safety 

systems. The cheesemaker’s CEO,  

James Sartori, told the local business 

journal at the time that Schwager had 

“successfully built profitable businesses 

through people development and inno-

vative products.”

His newest challenge is a decidedly 

different kind of trial.

A trade pact, which would remove  

tariffs and ease regulatory burdens, 

could be hammered out by the end of 

 the year. The Obama administration, 

meanwhile, has said that it’s not ready  

to cede to European demands. American 

grocery conglomerate Kraft, however, 

already has protected its place in the 

European market by renaming its 

Parmesan “Pamesello Italiano.”

No matter how you slice it, it’s  

the potential impact on their bottom 

line that has American cheesemakers 

worried.
“Europe is looking at having trade 

protection in three-fourths or more  

of the world’s economy 15 to 20 years 

from now,” Schwager says. “It would be  

a substantial hurt to the specialty  

cheese producers here in the United 

States. We actually make more 

Parmesan and Asiago cheese in the 

United States than they make in Italy.  

In a lot of cases, we’ve built the market 

for these cheeses worldwide.”

European demands are eliciting a  

one-word retort: Baloney.

“We’re talking about products that  

for decades, if not generations, have  

been produced in many areas of the 

world, and long ago came to signify a 

type of cheese or food that could be  

made anywhere,” says Shawna Morris, 

senior director of the international 

Consortium for Common Food Names, 

a nonprofit alliance fighting to preserve 

generic food names.

“Efforts to block competitors’ usage 

of these commonly used food names, 

in our view, simply amount to trying to 

limit competition,” Morris adds. “What 

we’re saying is allow these products to 

go head-to-head in the marketplace and 

let the consumer decide.”

At Sartori, Schwager has dramatically 

raised the profile of the company, which 

traditionally has served the ingredient 

and food service marketplace. Public 

support for their products propelled 

Sartori in 2006 to expand into retail 

stores with a platter of artisan fare. 

Under Schwager’s watch, Sartori 

cheeses, which include Asiago and 

Gorgonzola, have won more than 200 

awards in international competitions.

In 2013, Sartori’s Sarvecchio 

Parmesan beat out Italian competitors 

and took first place in the Global Cheese 

Awards, the world’s oldest competition 

of its kind. (“There’s a real fruity flavor 

to it, and then you’re going to get a 

caramelized, nutty finish on the back,” 

Schwager says of the winning entry).

In a fit of pique, the Italians threat-

ened legal action against contest orga-

nizers and made them remove results 

from the competition website. The 

Parmesan category was eliminated the 

following year and renamed “open class 

for hard cheeses.”

“Petty is a good word to describe  

it,” Schwager says. “We think the  

industry gets better if everybody 

improves what they’re doing, and  

there is more world-class cheese out 

there for the consumer.”

If Sartori wants to sell its Parmesan 

on the continent, Europeans have  

suggested an alternative name: hard 

grating cheese. It’s enough to make 

Schwager wince.

“It doesn’t quite sound the same 

way, does it?” he says. “We’re in an 

interesting time right now, and you just 

don’t know what is going to come out of 

a big negotiation like this.”

After all, wedge issues abound.

Andrew Faught is a  

freelance writer based  

in Fresno, Calif.

“  Petty is a good 
word to describe  

it. We think the 
industry gets 
better if everybody 

improves what 
they’re doing,  
and there is  
more world-class  

cheese out there 
for the consumer.” 

—Jeffrey Schwager ’82

Miamian humor-writing tips: Tread carefully when including branded 
products in your sight gags (top); and pun humor is most effective 
when used sparingly (bottom). 

Ha!
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faster and louder than a 5-foot, 100-pound woman giving birth to a 
20-pound baby.”).

To all the moms in the world, I apologize. I was way overwriting. 
Still, at least I tried. And because people — in particular my alumni 
director — told me they enjoyed my humor and were pleasantly 
surprised by it, I tried more.

WATCH YOUR STEP
After you start walking on the humorous side, expect a few missteps. 
Early on, I misinterpreted punny for funny. The occasional “No 
Whey” headline on an article about Parmesan cheese may pass 
mustard … er … muster, but resist the urge to make every other 
headline a groaner.

Another stumbling block is that not everyone understands humor. I 
don’t mean your humor specifically. I mean all humor. In their minds, 
it’s simply silliness and serves no useful purpose.

You likely won’t convert those people. That’s OK. Most of what we 
produce in our publications is for the serious-minded, so they’re  
not excluded for long when we share a laugh with readers who enjoy 
a chuckle.

But beware; even your fun-loving fans will let you go only so far. Use 
your jocularity judiciously. Written humor can sometimes be difficult 
to interpret and easily misunderstood.

That happened to me in my first — and last — attempt at satire. I 
created a holiday, “Take Your Mother to Work Day,” and talked 
about my mom job shadowing me for eight hours — nothing either 
of us would do in real life. We’re close, but not that close. Anyway, I 
thought my writing was so over the top on that particular editor’s 
note that people would understand it was made up out of whole cloth. 
They didn’t, and I vowed from then on to base my humor in truth.

But you know what? You’re always going to be fighting tight 
deadlines and budgets and spilled mocha, so why not play a little? 
Heaven knows our publications could use a lighter tone now and 
again, and you might even enjoy it.

I am not proposing you try a Knock Knock or any other kind of 
outright joke. Not in the beginning (and probably not ever). What I 
am suggesting is that you warm up your editorial voice and stretch a 
little. You might opt for droll or find banter surprisingly refreshing. 
Not in every article or on every page, of course. Obviously, not 
everything lends itself to lightheartedness. However, you might be 
surprised at how a serious feature benefits from a lighter headline. 
Humor can be a simple tool that sparks interest.

When one of our history professors shared the story behind Lincoln’s 
writing of the Gettysburg address, we pulled readers in with the 
headline “Four Drafts & Seven Edited Versions Ago … .” It caught 
them off-guard, and they enjoyed that.

My first attempt at connecting with humor was with my editor’s note, 
a great place to show your publication’s humanity. I’d been writing a 
column for several years before I became brave enough to dip my toe 
in the shallow end of playfulness. I chose as my topic my first 5K. I 
left no doubt of my intent when I titled it “Stop the Race (I want to 
pass out).”

Between you and me, having just read the column again for the first 
time in years, I see perhaps a few good lines (“I run only to grab the 
last slice of chocolate chip cheesecake in the refrigerator.”) and some 
lines that probably should have been deleted (“My breath’s coming 

 

“ What I am suggesting is  
 that you warm up your 
editorial voice and stretch a little. 
You might opt for droll or find banter 
surprisingly refreshing.

Lissa Warren ’94 shares the adventures of Ting, 
who turns her household upside down, page 14.“Potty cat!”
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Bring on the funnyman (or woman, as the case may be). 
Miamian injected humor into a recent issue by profiling  
an alumna who specializes in it: stand-up comedian  
Beth Stelling.
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Humor writing is that much more challenging because you can’t help 
it along with a wink or a smile. OK, yes, you can put “wink wink” 
in parenthesis, but that type of laugh-track prompt in text usually 
comes across as lame.

I also caution you to choose your targets carefully. You know those 
fans I mentioned? They’ll let you know if you use too much self-
deprecating humor. For them, a little goes a long way.

If that strikes you as odd, I’m with you. Shouldn’t we be free to make 
fun of ourselves? Apparently not, and that’s because, perhaps a bit 
ironically, once readers come to enjoy our unique, playful voice, they 
feel as if they truly know us. To paraphrase Martha, “That’s a good 
thing.” As a result, they are protective of us and don’t like it when we 
are the butt of our own jokes. So be nearly as gentle with yourself as 
you are with others.

DON’T FORGET ART
Inanimate objects are safer to play with than people and easier to 
photograph. Usually. Plus, any writer worth her weight in bon mots 
wants eye-catching art that will stop readers from flipping past her 
clever prose.

For our summer magazine, we wrote three stand-alone stories with 
their own subheads. Our designer then whipped up some whimsy 
and pulled the three into a package. She opened each feature with 
a full-page piece of fun, colorful art — a worn baseball glove in the 
grass, a huge helping of ice cream, and two luscious pies. She then 
added a continuous headline of “Baseball, (first feature) Ice Cream, 
(second feature) & Apple Pie (final feature)” that flowed from one 
story to the next in a bold font.

By the way, ice cream and hot studio lights? Not a good combo.  
The black raspberry chocolate chip melted faster than we could  
shoot. We finally threw in the spoon and reprinted someone else’s 
pint-sized glamour shot. On the plus side, we got in several tasty  
licks. Nice perk.

Another way to try your hand at humor might be to profile someone 
in the biz. In our most recent magazine, I interviewed an alum of 
ours who is a rising star in stand-up. She returned to campus to 
perform during Homecoming Weekend.

I, as the writer, took on the role of straight woman and let her have 
all the best lines. “My mom and I, we go way back,” she quipped. 
We opted to tease her story on the back cover with brightly colored 
candied sprinkles and one of her punch lines, “The only breach was 
in my self-control. The third trip was just toppings.”

Although featuring a comedian might seem like an easy way to go, it 
offered some challenges. For one, her act wasn’t G rated. I had to be 
careful what material I used. At the same time, I needed readers to 
know, in case they attend her show, that she might make them blush. 
The second challenge was that I wanted to start with quick one-liners 
to set the tone. But she tells long, involved stories. Lest I keep you up 
tonight worrying about my dilemma, I found the material I needed.

This feature on our comedian is a prime example of how a talented 
designer can “sell” your story even before readers look at your 
lead. Just like music sets the mood within the first few notes, an 
imaginative designer can do the same with a simple piece of art on 
the back cover. It intrigues your reader to open your publication. 
Bazinga! That’s what we all want.

WATCH YOUR AIM
Contrary to what I suggested earlier, inanimate objects aren’t always 
a safe bet.

“ When we take even the 
 smallest of steps in a 
walk on the humorous side, readers 
appreciate the change of pace.
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AS WE HEAD INTO THE DOG DAYS OF SUMMER and Major League 

pennant races heat up, there's no better time to slather on 

sunscreen, get comfy in a deck chair, and imagine yourself 

sitting in a dugout next to Mr. Miami Baseball himself, Don 

Crain '70, as he tells his favorite stories. 

In his opinion, MU baseball's produced two 

major figures, one being left-hander Buddy 

Schultz '73, who pitched for the Cubs and 

the Cardinals. 

"Easily the best pitcher we ever had," says 

Crain, a teammate of his. "Buddy's major 

claim to fame, and there are many, is that he 

set a NCAA Division I record that will never 

be broken." [See page 48] 

The other major figure was Walter 

"Smokey" Alston '35, a hard-hitting shortstop 

and pitcher during his college days who's 

enshrined in the Baseball Hall of Fame. 

Nicknamed Smokey because of his blistering 

throws, Alston grew up in the tiny burg of 

Darrtown, southeast of Oxford. 

Named Manager of the Year six times, 

he skippered the Dodgers for 23 years, in 

Brooklyn and in LA, and his teams won 

seven National League pennants and four 

World Series. 

Alston coached many of the greats, and 

after he retired, he even coached Crain, com

ing over to Oxford from Darrtown to "man

age" alumni players in their annual game 

against varsity. 

"A real gentleman," Alston shared those 

duties with Cincinnati Reds announcer Joe 

Nuxhall, who started his broadcasting career 

calling MU basketball games. 

"The alumni games would take forever to 

play because Alston and Nuxhall would be 

telling stories in the dugout, and at the half 

inning, when it was time to go out, you didn't 

want to leave and miss the rest of the story," 

Crain says. 

Miami's varsity teams have been rounding 

third and heading for home at McKie Field 

since around the turn of the 19th century. 

Baseball attracted fans before that, 

though. Crain says it was the most popular 

indoor sport in America. So much so, that 

the original plan for Withrow Court was for 

an L-shaped building with a dirt floor to give 

players room to run the bases. Before the first 

brick was laid, however, basketball caught on, 

and Withrow was redesigned. 

Through the years, some MU baseball play

ers have become famous for their prowess as 

football coaches. 

Paul Brown '30 (Browns and Bengals) was 

a three-year starter in center field and a noto

rious base stealer. He and Weeb Ewbank '28 

(Colts and Jets) played in the same outfield. 

Ara Parseghian '49 (Notre Dame) was also 

a three-year starter. Bo Schembechler '51 

(University of Michigan) was a "great" left

handed pitcher with impressive speed. 

By Crain's count, seven of the eight original 

Cradle of Coaches members played Miami 

baseball. Close to a hundred MU players have 

been drafted or have signed professional 

contracts and 24 have played in the Majors. 

Currently, Adam Eaton is centerfielder for 

the White Sox. 

For 50 years, despite his hectic schedule as 

a lawyer and partner with Frost Brown Todd, 

Crain's reached out to help every MU baseball 

coach, from his own, Bud Middaugh '62, to 

today's, Danny Hayden. 

He also co-founded the Miami Baseball 

Players Alumni Association with longtime 

sports information director Dave Young to 

help former players in their careers. Stryker, 

a medical technology company in Kalamazoo, 

is one of their success stories, having hired 

more than a dozen alumni in a decade. 

The association invites former teammates 

back to Oxford every spring and fall to relive 

their halcyon days on the diamond. 

In Crain's day, that diamond was a rough 

one. Left field rose up, and right went down

hill and was short by 30 feet. It had no dugout. 

No press box either. Young kept score on a 

"It's the highest and the 

purest form of the sport 

of baseball in America 

'cause for these guys, 

it's not a job, it's not a 

profession. They play for 

the love of the game and 

for their school." 

card table behind home plate. When it rained, 

he popped open his umbrella. Fans feared 

lightning would strike his live microphone. 

"Our coach would roll the infield with a 

tractor to make it hard and fast, giving us an 

advantage over our opponents because they 

weren't used to ground balls rocketing at 

them at the speed of sound," says Crain, who 

wore No. 4 and played center, third, and a 

little bit in left. He had a good arm and speed 

was his ticket. 

"You had to have great hands to play infield 

for Bud Middaugh, or you had to put your 

teeth on your watch chain." 

Ah, to be a college kid stepping up to the 

plate once again. For Crain, there's nothing 

better, especially on a sunny afternoon with 

fans rooting you on. 

"It's the highest and the purest form of the 

sport of baseball in America 'cause for these 

guys, it's not a job, it's not a profession," he 

says. "They play for the love of the game and 

for their school." 

Summer 2016 25 I SCREAM, YOU SCREAM, WE ALL SCREAM for black raspberry 

chocolate chip. Or at least there's a good chance you do 

if you indulge in Graeter's.If you know Graeter's - the 

family-owned ice cream business in Cincinnati - you're 

likely not surprised that this is its top-selling flavor. 

Richard Graeter '86 is fairly certain 

his family's business is the second largest 

consumer of black raspberries in the U.S. He 

thinks the only company that possibly uses 

more is Smucker's, another familyowned 

operation in Ohio headed by a Miami alum. 

Graeter's dad, Dick, is the one credited 

with concocting the flavor. 

Always experimenting, Dick created a 

small batch of plain black raspberry, some

thing he'd tasted as a kid while traveling with 

his family. In Dick's day, customers came into 

the back room while he packed their pur

chases in dry ice. One such visitor suggested 

adding chocolate chips. 

"So he did, much to his regret because it 

took off like wildfire, and he had to stop mak

ing the plain black raspberry, which he liked," 

Richard says. 

No surprise there. Almost every Graeter 

born into the family prefers plain. Richard, 

who opts for vanilla and chocolate, explains 

their taste. 

"Our wives and people who marry into the 

family like the chocolate chips - 80 percent 

of our production is with chocolate chips. 

That's what most of our customers like. But 

for those of us behind the scenes, we know 

how much goes into making the ice cream, 

and that's what we truly like the best." 

Great-grandfather Louis started the 

business in 1868, selling at neighborhood 

street markets. After he married Regina 

Berger, they bought a store, making their 

product in the back room. 

When Louis died, Regina took over and 

saved the business as mass-produced, 

cheaper ice creams flooded the market. 

Stubborn, she stuck with her labor-intensive, 

old-world French pot freezers and eventually 

opened 20 parlors. 

"She built the business in an era when 

women were not businessmen," Richard 

says. "She is why we're here today." 

Each era has its struggles. Richard and 

his partners, cousins Chip and Bob, are the 

fourth generation and have gone through 

difficult growing pains. 

"Transitioning a family business is 

extremely difficult. It's not just legal 

and accounting stuff. There are a lot of 

emotions and relationships tied up in the 

transition, especially when you go from 

brothers to cousins. The fact that we had 

challenges is not unique. What is unique is 

we solved those challenges and moved on 

to another generation of success. I think 

only 1, 2 percent of family businesses ever 

make it to the fourth generation." 

Corporations are another challenge, 

trying to crowd out craft brands, Richard 

says. Graeter's isn't exactly the cheapest in 

the grocery store, where its competition is 

Ben & Jerry's and Talenti, both owned by 

Unilever, and Nestle's Haagen-Dazs. 

Richard says the "dirty secret" about 

ice cream is it's sold by volume because 

many manufacturers pump air into it. By 

law, ice cream can be 50 percent air. 

"The big boys like to sell it by volume 

because if you put a pint of cheap ice cream 

on the shelf next to a pint of Graeter's, they 

look the same. Now, if you pick 'em up, 

you don' t even need a scale to tell that 

the cheap ice cream is missing something 

because it is so much lighter. If you go ounce 

by ounce, put it on a gram scale, 

the price is much closer. 

"But nobody, and I mean nobody 

literally anywhere in the world, supplies 

ice cream at the scale we do manufacturing 

it at 2 and a half gallons at a time." 

Richard says the "dirty 

secret" about ice cream is 

it's sold by volume because 

many manufacturers pump 

air into it. By law, ice cream 

can be 50 percent air. 

Food & Wine in its list of "Best Ice Cream 

Spots in the U.S." awarded Graeter's the Ohio 

title, crediting the company's technique for 

making an extra dense and creamy dessert. 

Its French recipe calls for an egg custard base 

unlike American ice cream, which is made 

without eggs. 

Graeter's opened a store in Oxford in July 

2015 and four this summer in Columbus, 

Cleveland, Pittsburgh, and Chicago. In total, 

it has 55 scoop shops in Ohio, Kentucky, 

Indiana, Illinois, and Pennsylvania. 

As a teenager, Richard spent summers 

learning the business. He worked up front in 

a retail store as well as behind the scenes on 

maintenance, in the bakery too near the hot 

ovens for the season, and alongside his dad 

and grandpa in the factory his great-grand

mother bought in the Depression. 

He and his grandpa were particularly 

messy with the bittersweet and the syrup. By 

the end of the day, they looked like they'd 

been dipped in chocolate. 

As for Richard's current relationship with 

the sweet treat? 

"I try to eat a little bit every day. People 

say, 'Oh, you must be sick of ice cream,' and 

I'm, 

'Are you crazy? I love it!' " 
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IN HOLLYWOOD, LAND OF APPEARANCES, CONTEXT IS EVERYTHING. 
Does the guy ordering a warm Mom's Apple Crumble 
recognize the woman behind the counter from her wicked 
mambo with Steve Carell in Get Smart?

Does the gal savoring her Salted Caramel Pecan 
slice spot the barista as one of the farmer's 
daughters in Pee Wee's Big Holiday? They rarely do, and that's all right with 

Lindsay Hollister '99, who majored in theatre 
performance at Miami. She doesn't expect 
everyone craving shepherd's pie to have her 
filmography top of mind. Hollister serves up comfort food with one 

hand and a hefty side of cinematic sass with 
the other. She weaves between food and film, 
ringing up tabs and tearing off to auditions. 
Blending in the many facets of her personality 
spices the acting and the cooking. A dedicated actor since high school, Hollister veered into pastry when partner

now-husband, Matt Heffner, tired of special 
effects makeup and industrial design. He 
wanted to fulfill his mother's dream of a pie 
shop. In 2011, the couple fired up secondhand 
ovens to launch The Pie Hole Los Angeles. "Five years later, we're about to open our 
fourth pie shop on Hollywood and Vine, right 
on the Walk of Fame," Hollister marveled. "People feel happy when they're here. Pie 

is like something their mom or grandmother 
would give them." 

Hollister blends home comforts with show 
biz edginess. When no audition beckons, she's 
crafting a film script she hopes to bring to Ohio 
this year. 

"It's a horror-comedy set in a weight-loss 
camp," Hollister revealed. "I work very closely 
with Miami's theatre department, and I'd like 
to engage the students there." The theme? Bullying. Something Hollister 

has been researching all her life. "I've been bullied since I was in second 
grade. I always stuck up for the little guy, for 
people being bullied, including myself. I give 
the credit to my parents - they never taught 
me that my self-worth was equivalent to a 
number on the scale. 

"I think everyone can relate to a bullying 
storyline, whether it's ethnicity or sexual 
orientation." And to the fear of fat. "That's the 

thing that connects all of us," Hollister said. 
"Everybody can be fat." It leads to the last acceptable public preju

dice: body shaming. 
"Our society treats obesity like a crime 

instead of an addiction. Our food is just as 
addictive as heroin or crack cocaine, but there's 
no support for overweight people. Why aren't 
we angry at the manufacturers who put chemi
cals into our food? 

"I follow Tess Holliday, a plus-size model, 
and when she posts on Instagram, people 
write, 'You should kill yourself.' Would you say 
that to a heroin addict? An alcoholic? "The size acceptance movement is very simi

lar to Black Lives Matter. We're all struggling to 
be considered as valuable as the next person." 

Hollister's sense of mission helped fuel her 
move to Los Angeles after Miami. Within a 
year she was portraying Christine Banks on 
Fox's hit Boston Public. Christine, an overweight student relent

lessly bullied, was invited onto the wres-tling team. Viewers hadn't seen anyone like 
Christine, but Hollister knew this girl inside 
out. She imbued Christine with her teenage 
self, who ran track, played basketball, and 
made friends at Pickerington High School out
side Columbus. Who had her eureka moment 
when she acted in Neil Simon's Rumors and 
heard her classmates laugh. "I don't mean the bullying stopped, but it 

gave me confidence," Hollister recalled. "I dis
covered 'I can do something you can't do.' " Armed with that chutzpah and a deep well of 

persistence, she landed guest spots on CSI: NY, 
Nip/Tuck, Scrubs, andCold Case. She originated the role of Susan Adamson on 
NBC's Days of Our Lives, which sparked a wave 
of fan mail. "They were from all over the world: 
'Thank you for being on television, because I 
can relate to you.' 

"I was the largest actress in Hollywood at 
the time," she recalled. "Going to Hollywood 
at size 26 was inherently defiant. 'You can't 
tell me I don't have the right to pursue acting, 

"You can't tell me I can't be in my happy place because I don't look like Angelina Jolie. If there's going to be a fat joke, I'm going to be the one to write it." 
which makes me happy and fulfills my soul like 
nothing else I've ever done.' " Her attitude sparked one of her bold-est scenes. Steve Carell's secret agent asks 

Hollister to dance in Get Smart, a square off 
against Anne Hathaway's character. Theirs 
is a flamboyant mambo that shuts down the 
haughty, skinny girls and lights up You Tube. 

"I loved it, it was very empowering and 
funny. It was my first movie released into the
aters - I got to go to the premiere." The irony may be that now, either behind 

The Pie Hole counter or at a casting call, no one 
may recognize her as the heavy woman from 
Get Smart with the updo and icy blue gown. 
Hollister has lost 150 pounds after gastric 
bypass surgery. 

"I did the surgery for myself first, then for 
my career." But fickle Hollywood has since 
synced with the size acceptance movement. 

"Suddenly there were roles for girls much 
larger than I was, like Melissa McCarthy and 
Rebel Wilson. When I used to go for a callback, 
there would be five girls. Now there are 20, 25, 
30 in the room." 

So Hollister hones her writing. "I don't need 
permission, I don't have to wait for a call." 
She also wants to expand her teaching, as she 
returns to Miami to give workshops and speak 
to professional classes. She offers tips on cast
ing prep, follow-up, and dreaded rejection. She 
shares her mantra: "I'm going to keep going 
until I work- quitting is not an option." 
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 A Funny Thing Happened   n

For one article, we shared excerpts from journals freshmen kept 
during their English 111 class. We wanted the accompanying photo 
to match the tomfoolery tone in the text, so we asked a freshman 
to sit on top of a dorm washer, placed a football in his hands, an 
empty pizza box next to his right knee, and scattered piles of laundry 
around the floor.

Mildly amusing? Perhaps. At least worth a reminiscent smile from 
our alumni. As we looked through the viewfinder, we decided it 
would be even funnier if the photo showed detergent spewing out of 
the Maytag, much to his obliviousness.

Gotta say, I still think that’s cute. Unfortunately, we, as in the editor 
and the art director, got caught up in our own “cleverness” and 
decided to embellish our sight gag. We placed a clearly labeled box of 
Tide front and center.

It seemed like a good idea at the time. I doubt Procter & Gamble Co. 
would have thought so. I know my boss didn’t. In hindsight, I see  
his point. P&G is just down the road from us and a major employer 
for our new graduates and many of our alumni. I doubt its CEO 
would have laughed at our implication that its top-selling soapsuds 
had malfunctioned.

That’s when we found out you must tread carefully when going for 
a chuckle, even among your dirty laundry. The Tide stayed in the 
photo. The stray suds disappeared right before we went to press, 
costing us time and money.

EMBRACE THE LIGHT
You may have noticed that I used the word “dorm.” I prefer it to 

“residence hall.” It feels more familiar and conversational to me. As 
we in the business know, words matter. So do patterns and rhythms, 
especially in humor writing. If you don’t read your material out loud, 
give it a try. Your ear will tell you when your writing is crisp and 
fun or when you’re getting bogged down in verbiage. A strong copy 
editor and honest friend are also handy.

Just as some words are funnier than others, so, too, are numbers. 
When I’m going for over-the-top exaggeration, I will pull a number 
out of the air and test it on my tongue. Does 432 seem funnier  
than 483?

The preference is completely subjective, of course, although 37 is 
apparently considered the funniest number in the world. Yes, I 
Googled it. Up popped a column on Splitsider by writer-comedian 
Eddie Brawley. I must confess that by the time he finished his 1,028-
word analysis, 37 had lost all its luster.

Before a shepherd’s crook extends from a side curtain and pulls me 
offstage, please allow me one final point. Make sure you and your 
boss are on the same page when it comes to employing humor. For 
your sake, and your readers’, I hope your boss enjoys a bit of levity.

When done right, humor can make you and your words stand out.  
It’s worth a try or three. You might even find writing it is … dare I  
say it? Fun.

Donna Boen is editor of Miamian, the alumni magazine at Miami 
University, the school in Ohio, not Florida. To quote a popular 
T-shirt around Oxford, Ohio: “We were a university before Florida 
was a state.” Connect at tinyurl.com/linkedin-boen.
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“ Humor writing is that  
 much more challenging 
because you can’t help it along  
with a wink or a smile.
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